Introduction
Optimal scheduling of construction projects is an important task as it influences the effectiveness of executive companies in a crucial way. In a negotiation process of construction contracts there appears a necessity to define dates of project completion. It is a difficult problem as the level of uncertainty concerning different (Zavadskas et al. 2010a) , constantly changing parameters is rather high. Not meeting the deadlines results in generating losses (contractual penalties or unused resources). This leads to a complex discrete-continuous optimization problems with irregular cost functions. While converting the issues of construction processes into a field of classical scheduling theory one may encounter many problems connected to choosing an appropriate model and an adequate algorithm. They are most commonly completely new, NP-hard problems of combinatorial optimization, which means that up to now there are no algorithms with polynomial computing time of solving it.
Industrial building is characterized with a necessity to execute works in a quick pace resulting from constraints connected to: for instance re-building certain objects during performing of production line processes, minimizing of downtimes on assembly lines, collisions of building works with production processes on a limited area of premises, etc. Realization of construction works requires coordination of many processes usually done by specialized executive companies. Short deadlines, competition, constraints in a transport field or storage of materials enable perfect planning and scheduling not only in a sphere directly connected to realization of construction works but also in its surroundings like: transport, ensuring continuity of team and equipment works, storage of materials and prefabrication components, access roads, etc. All the above mentioned elements are linked to one another or mutually dependant. Solving of each of the mentioned issues leads to complicated models and difficult (NP-hard) optimization tasks. It is even more important taking into consideration that in practice these tasks are multi-criteria ones and very often opposing to one another e.g. cost and time (shortening the deadline results in cost increasing). Moreover, dynamically changing environment (e.g. conditions for safe assembly, elimination of collisions in building process, satisfying technological conditions with reference to e.g. technological gaps -proper time for pouring concrete or organizational problems -ensuring stability of carrier system during assembly requires huge flexibility of computational methods supporting management. The process of planning and scheduling of works connected with construction of industrial buildings complex (presented below) is an example of such problem.
Linear Scheduling Methods (LSM) and Time Couplings Methods (TCM) stem from the construction work course, based on the project division into sectors. Nowadays they are used in building of motorways, waterworks, sewage systems, telephone lines, skyscrapers and other structures. Russell and Caselton (1988) introduce extensions to linear scheduling optimization having the form of interrupt duration vector choices. Russell and Wong (1993) describe the development and the use of a new generation of planning structures providing a basis for a superset for the traditional critical path method and over the years introduce various extenDownloaded by [Wojciech Boejko] at 02:14 28 September 2012 sions needed to represent the realities of construction. Senouci and Eldin (1996) present a non-serial dynamic programming formulation for the scheduling of linear projects with non-sequential activities. El-Rayes and Moselhi (2001) optimize resources in repetitive construction projects. Harris and Ioannou (1998) work out a repetitive scheduling method with technical constraints. Adeli and Karim (1997) develop a neural dynamics cost optimization model for construction projects. Similar problems were also considered by Zavadskas et al. (2010b Zavadskas et al. ( , 2011 , Medineckiene et al. (2011) , Burduk and Chlebus (2009), Nowakowski (2010) , Zhang and Gao (2010) , Wang (2011, 2012) and Chen et al. (2012) . Pareto-optimal method was proposed by Jiang et al. (2011) for the construction project cash flow planning. The review of the modern approaches in this field can be found in the work of Sarker et al. (2012) .
LSM and TCM can be also considered as the permutation flow shop scheduling problem described as follows. A number of tasks is to be processed on a number of machines. Each task must go through all the machines in exactly the same order and the tasks' order is the same on each machine. Each machine can process at most one task at any point in time, and each task can be processed on at most one machine at any time. The objective is to find a schedule that minimizes the completion time of the last task. Johnson (1954) gives an ) log ( n n O algorithm for two-machines flow shop problems with max C criterion and Garey et al. (1976) show that for 3 and more machines it is NP-hard. The best available branch and bound algorithms are these of Lageweg et al. (1978) . However, their performance is not entirely satisfactory as they experience difficulty in solving instances with 20 tasks and 5 machines. Various local search methods are available for the permutation flow shop problem. Tabu search algorithms are proposed by Glover and Laguna (1997) and improved by Grabowski and Wodecki (2004) . Simulated annealing algorithms are proposed by Ishibushi et al. (1995) . In our paper we present a sequential and parallel simulated annealing algorithm for the permutation flow shop problem.
Case study
In Kunice near Legnica (Poland) there began modernization works of ceramic materials production plant. Industrial halls were designed and then constructed on the factory premises to accommodate the production process, the tunnel furnace and the clay storehouse. Both the production and the storehouse halls were made from steel constructions covered with insulation panels of mineral wool and the Mega Plus roofing coat (see Figs 1, 2) . Dehydration of the roof was conducted as gravitation one using Nicole system. The whole building area constituted about 20 000 m 2 . The investor set a deadline for making the halls on the 20th of December because of the necessity to start the works concerning the tunnel furnace assembly. Scheduled works were connected with mutual relations (time coupling) which determined technological relations -between works there had to occur essential technological breaks as well as fixed sequence relations.
Works were done by different specialized building companies with which the general contractor signed individual contracts where the deadline dates of building works completion were set. Missing the deadline led to calculation of so-called stipulated penalties coming to 1 percent of the contract value for each day of delay (however, for each subcontractor rates were significantly different).
In planning of the works' realization a continuous way of doing different construction works was adopted. One of the authors participated in the building project realization. The building project consists in building of 3 halls where each hall building was composed of 5 stages. Tables 1-4 present stages names and the duration times (in days). The Fig. 3 shows the model schedule.
Optimization of realization process presented on the example of the construction works and models of works consists in a certain problem of tasks arrangement on machines, so-called permutational flow shop problem with a costs delay sum minimization. The optimal methods, concerning the NP-hard problems solution of combinatorial optimization in regard of their exponential calculation time, are not widely applied in practice. It happens as a result of the fact that only instances of "small" size can be solved in a reasonable time, even the continuously increasing computer calculation power is not able to make the calculation time significantly
shorter. Therefore, to solve such problems in practice, approximation algorithms are applied most commonly. They do not guarantee, however, that the determined algorithm is optimal. In literature, many different approximation algorithms are described: from the simplest ones usually being based on greedy procedures Downloaded by [Wojciech Boejko] at 02:14 28 September 2012
and sorting to very complex ones which find solutions only slightly different from optimal ones, on average even about less than 1 (for a certain group of reference data, see Grabowski, Wodecki 2004) . The most frequently used classic metaheuristics Tabu Search -TS, Simulated Annealing -AS and Genetic Algorithm -GA often finish their calculations in a certain local minimum. That's why hybrid algorithms connecting elements of different methods are used making the algorithms less sensitive to data specificity and "get stuck" in a certain local minimum. To solve the discussed in this work permutational flow shop problem we apply heuristic hybrid algorithm based on the Scatter Search method, along with the elements of TS, SA and GA methods.
The flow shop problem with the cost sum minimization
In many production processes we deal with a flow of manufactured elements in the technological course. They undergo a treatment operation on workplaces accommodated on "machines". In the production systems on time it is required that each element should be made before the fixed time completion. If the time is exceeded (delay), then penalty is calculated. The production process optimization consists in fixing such an order of elements manufacturing that it would provide us with optimal results measured by value of a certain criterion (e.g. a sum of penalties for a delay). It can be usually made by defining a combinatorial problem in which the optimal element should be determined (a sequence or a permutation) in a definite, usually very big set of acceptable solutions. Presented in the previous chapters issues connected with optimization of certain building projects' realization (in the language of scheduling tasks theory) can be defined as a problem of determining of the optimal sequence of tasks' realization on machines, and at the same time the costs delay sum of tasks constitutes the optimization criterion. Each task should be performed consecutively on all machines, but the sequence of tasks performance on each machine must be the same. In literature, it is known as a permutational flow shop problem with the costs delay sum minimization (Total Weighted Tardiness Flow Shop Problem, in brief TWTFS) and it is NP-hard (Lenstra et al. 1977) show that for a single machine case it is NP-hard). Nowadays, we don't know any attributes of TWTFS problem allowing us to provide with an indirect overview of some elements of a tasks set. Therefore, classical metaheuristics (searching with tabu, simulated annealing, genetic algorithm), which are very successful in solving many classical problems of tasks scheduling (mainly with a criterion max C , i.e. the minimization of all tasks' completion date (Grabowski, Wodecki 2004 ) aren't in this case much effective. In the further part of this work we present some aggregation tasks methods allowing us to eliminate many solutions which aren't perspective. The conducted calculation experiments proved that heuristic algorithm's efficiency improved significantly basing the scatter search method.
Particularly, it's noticeable while solving instances with many numbers of tasks.
Problem definition
The Total Weighted Tardiness Flow Shop Problem (TWTFS) can be defined in the following way:
Problem: There is a set of n tasks = {1, 2, , } n … J which are to be performed by means of m machines from the set = {1, 2, , } m … P . The task J ∈ j should be performed consecutively on each machine, but the task performance on k machine (operation O jk ) can start only after the completion of this task performance on a machine 1 ( = 2, 3, , ) … k k m − and the sequence of tasks' performance on each machine must be the same. Furthermore, in any moment the machine can perform at most one task and the task's performance cannot be broken. For the task J ∈ i , let ij p be the performance time on the machine P ∈ j , i d the required completion time, and i w the cost function weight. For the set tasks sequence by
we mark the completion time of the task
} is a tardiness, and
, cost of tardiness of task performance (see Fig. 4 ). It should determine such a sequence of tasks performance that it would minimize the costs tardiness sum i.e. the sum . = ) ( 
). In the work of Lenstra et al. (1977) it is proved that the flow shop problem for two machines with i U ∑ criterion is NP-hard. To the most important works containing the main theoretical results as well as good approximation algorithms belongs the Bulfin and M'Hallah (2003) .
For the flow shop problem with many machines and i U ∑ criterion Hariri and Potts (1989) described an optimal algorithm based on the division and restriction method, by means of which in a reasonable time instances with 25 tasks and 3 machines can be solved.
Genetic algorithms presented in works of Ucar and Tasgetiren (2006) There are also works dedicated to approximation algorithms. Based on different methods the newest heuristics and metaheuristics (mainly evolutionary and stimulated annealing) are presented in works of Hasija and Rajendran (2004) and Onwubolu and Davendra (2006) . A wide range of methods, algorithms and publications covering multi-machine problems of tasks scheduling with costs delay sum minimization is included in works of Valada et al. (2006) .
At first we shall introduce necessary definitions and notations as well as describe aggregation tasks methods (block construction) significantly improving the efficiency of algorithms. The calculation experiments were carried out on examples generated randomly using the appropriately modified method presented in the Taillard's work (Taillard 1993) .
Each problem TWTFS solution can be represented by a permutation
(1),
, n π π … of tasks from the J set. By n Φ we mark a set of all permutations of the J set of elements. Let j i S , be the starting time of a task J ∈ i on a machine P ∈ j . For any permutation n Φ ∈ π times of tasks starting on particular machines can be determined from the following recursive relations:
. In this case the times of task's completion:
we mark the task delay, where
, then the task is late, and on the contrary the case early. The product of
we call the cost execution (a penalty for late) of the task ) (i π , whereas:
is the π permutation cost (weight). The TWTFS problem can be represented as an optimal permutation n Φ ∈ * π for which:
To solve the TWTFS problem (to find the suboptimal solution) we used the hybrid algorithm, containing some elements of the best metaheuristics, based on the scatter search method.
The scatter-search method
The main ideas of this method are presented also in the work of James et al. (2005) . It is based on a set evaluation so-called starting solutions. In the classical version the linear combination was used to determine indirect solutions among starting solutions. If the solution is represented as a permutation, using the linear permutation combination treated as a vector, it usually leads to a solution which is not a permutation. That's why in this work a procedure making a path linking two drawn solutions from a set containing starting elements was applied.
Algorithm 1. Scatter search (AScSr)
Step 1: Generate the set S ( ) |= | n S of different random solutions;
Step 2: For drawn n/2 pairs of starting solutions in S apply the path-relinking procedure to generate the set S′ containing n/2 solutions situated on paths;
Step 3: Apply an algorithm of local search in order to improve values of found solutions from the S′ set;
Step 4: Add solutions from the set S′ to the set S. Leave in the set S at most n solutions, removing from it the worst or the repeating solutions;
Step 5: if | S |< n then Draw a new solution to the S set in such a way that elements from S were different and | S |= ; n end {for}. The basic element of the algorithm which affects directly the calculation time and values of determined solutions is made in Step 2 (path-relinking procedure). Downloaded by [Wojciech Boejko] at 02:14 28 September 2012 3.2.1. Path-relinking procedure In this procedure the elements' sequence between two fixed starting solutions is determined. Assuming one of them as current solution we fix a subset of the acceptable solutions set (called neighborhood)to find the closest solution which constitutes the first sequence element and the current solution. Next, the pattern is repeated as long as the second starting solution is obtained. This process should be managed in such a way that the path linking the selected solutions has a small number of elements. The procedure of determining and searching the neighborhood has a decisive influence here. Its elements are generated by "small" movements, which are made on the current solution.
In the presented algorithm the base of the procedure operation which generates the path linking two selected solutions is the scheme of multi-step fusion MSXF, an operator programmed in the work of Reeves and Yamada (1998) . As a measure of distance between solutions (permutations) serving to manage the process of making the path between ) (i π and ) (i σ the Hamming's measure was adopted:
The calculation complexity of determining the distance value is linear O(n), where n is the number of elements in a permutation. In the path-relinking procedure each next path element is determined by looking through the neighborhood, i.e. some subset of solutions space generated by insert moves.
Moves and neighborhood

Let
)) ( , (1), ( = n π π π … be a n element permutation of the n Φ set. The insert move k l i presents an element ) (k π (from the k position in π ) on the position l, generating a permutation
and similarly in the case when l k > . We will call the insert move in brief i-move. Its calculation complexity equals (1) O . There are 1) ( − n n of all such moves. The permutation neighborhood n Φ ∈ π generated by all i-moves:
The sequences of directly succeeding jobs:
be a set of permutations which can be generated from a permutation π by swapping an order of elements in a subpermutation B π . The number of elements of the set
. Let F mean one of the defined above goal functions, i.e. WT (a weight) or L (a length). For a subpermutation B π , let:
For any permutation
F π are lower and upper bound of
Parameter θ will be determined experimentally.
Blocks of jobs in permutation
In any permutation we will determine two types of subpermutations called blocks in the further part of the paper:
1. T -blocks, consisting of on-time jobs;
2. D -blocks, consisting of late jobs.
On-time jobs blocks
(a) each job from T π is on-time in the permutation π , so:
(b) T -block is on-time, therefore the cost of its executing equals 0. Then, T π is an optimal schedule due to the cost.
Late jobs blocks
Subpermutation of jobs
From the constraint (a') it follows that each job from a D -block, after moving into the first position in D π , is late. Algorithms of blocks determination in a permutation are described in the paper of Wodecki (2009) . The number of blocks and the number of elements in each blocks depend on the parameter θ (
be a set of blocks (i.e. T and D blocks) in the permutation π and let ) (π N be the neighborhood generated by insert moves (see (8)). We are applying restricted neighborhoods in algorithms. We are eliminating permutations generated from π by changing the order of elements in any block. Therefore, we take: 
Choose element i y of the set N(π ) with the probability inversely proportional to the index i ;
otherwise with the probability
Change indexes i y , from i to n and indexes k y , i k = +1,..., n from k to
Starting from the q solution makes the local optimization start the Descent search algorithm; return q ; {q is the best element situated on the path}.
The algorithm of the relinking path generation stops its operation after obtaining the 2 π solution or after making in advance a fixed number of iterations (the Completion Condition).
The local optimization method
In order to improve the values, determined in Algorithm 2, of the best q element situated on the linking path the fast algorithm based on the descending method is applied.
Algorithm 3. Descent search
Let y be the starting solution
The conducted calculation experiments proved that in Algorithm 3 not more than n (the number of permutation elements) iterations is made.
Computational experiments
To conduct the statistical analysis of the algorithm operation this method was also tested on test data. The results were compared with the NEH (Navaz et al. 1983) algorithm. In Taillard's work (Taillard 1993) there is presented the commonly used these days method of data generation to evaluate approximation algorithms used to solve different combinatorial optimization problems. In its primary version, it enables to find instances for the flow shop problem only on the based of the criterion max C . While applying this method the times to conduct the operation were generated. An integer weight was generated from the uniform distribution [1, 10] . The required completion times were generated using the following procedure:
Step 1: Calculate:
the total time of carrying out the task J ∈ i on machines.
Step 2: For each task J ∈ i determine the required completion time:
The parameter µ is the random variable realization of a uniform schedule on the [0,1] distance. This generator is described in the (Taillard 1993) . A similar way of data determination is used in Hasija and Rejendra (2004) too. The generated data form 8 groups win a size m n× : 20x5, 20x10, 50x5, 50x10, 50x20, 100x5, 100x10 and 100x20. For each size 25 examples were determined, so all data embraced 200 examples.
The scatter search AScSr algorithm was programmed in C++ language. The calculation experiments were carried out on the IBM microcomputer with a 1.8 GHz processor. To determine the starting solution the NEH algorithm was employed. In literature, there are neither data nor results to compare with this problem. Therefore, an additional series of instances in a small size Downloaded by [Wojciech Boejko] at 02:14 28 September 2012 m n× was generated: 8x4, 8x6, 10x4, 10x6, 12x4, 12x6 and 12x8 -10 examples for each size. The obtained results for the data of the NEH algorithm were compared with optimal values determined by a total search. The average relative error equals 8.62%. Before starting the basic test to determine the AScSr algorithm's parameters calculations were made on a small data group -one example from each size. On this basis it was assumed that the parameter θ (in the block definition) would be equal to 0.2.
The basic calculation tests were carried out for two versions of an algorithm: with blocks AScSr+B (neighborhood (13)) and without blocks AScSr (neighborhood (8)). Each algorithm made 2 000 iterations, parameter 60 = T . The obtained results were compared with the NEH algorithms solutions. The average relative errors ( aprd δ ) as well as the average calculation times ( aprd t ) are presented in Table 5 . Due to the obtained results it can be stated that the blocks application brought about a considerable improvement. The algorithm with blocks determines better solutions in a shorter time. The average improvement of the starting solution (determined by NEH) equals 6.20%; whereas for the algorithm without blocks it equals 4.55%. Furthermore, the average time of this algorithm operation is about 22% smaller. The average calculation times of one instance equals 7.25 and . Besides, the calculation experiments proved that the restricted neighborhood which is generated with the use of blocks elimination properties is about 35% smaller than the whole neighborhood. Therefore, elimination, through filtration (heuristic indirect search) of many non-perspective elements causes values improvement of fixed solutions and the calculation time shortening.
Computational results for Kunice case study
For a Microsoft Project schedule the value of the cost function was 4668 Euro. Works delays and costs are given in Tables 6 and 7 . Halls was developed in the sequence (NAWA1, NAWA2, NAWA3). Six works are delayed.
However, the optimal value (0 euro) was obtained for the schedule (NAWA2, NAWA1, NAWA3) by both proposed AScSr and AScSr+B scatter search algorithms. No works are delayed. The value of the goal function must not be negative, so we have the certainty that the zero value is the optimal one.
Conclusions
This paper provides a practical scatter search algorithm for the total weighted tardiness flow shop problem, as a mathematical model of construction project management. We propose new properties of blocks of jobs, which makes possible to construct sub-neighborhoods of a smaller size than classical ones in the local search algorithms. Computational experiments show that the proposed methodology with blocks provides solutions which are much better than obtained by the classic tabu search approach without blocks. 
